Speeds (rates of movement) for percentiles Aq at every 1% (using raw data on death ages above A90). Top, speeds for percentiles for females on left, respectively males on right. Solid line (red, respectively blue) indicates long-term speed. Percentiles from the 25th to the 90th show similar long-term speeds (note the vertical scale). Long-term speeds 0.2 y/y for females. Also shown: the 95% confidence interval (1.96 x SD, distributions symmetric and approximately normal) for annual speeds: dotted lines and bands (pink, respectively blue). Annual variability is high (compare modest annual variability for intervals between percentiles, examples are in Fig. 1C and D). Bottom panels, solid bars (red, females, blue, males) show ranges. For clarity and economy of space, we show only 4 countries including this one. Speeds (rates of movement) for percentiles Aq at every 1% (using raw data on death ages above A90). Top, speeds for percentiles for females on left, respectively males on right. Solid line (red, respectively blue) indicates long-term speed. Percentiles from the 25th to the 90th show similar long-term speeds (note the vertical scale). Long-term speeds 0.2 y/y for females. Also shown: the 95% confidence interval (1.96 x SD, distributions symmetric and approximately normal) for annual speeds: dotted lines and bands (pink, respectively blue). Annual variability is high (compare modest annual variability for intervals between percentiles, examples are in Fig. 1C and D CAN  CHE  DEUTW  DNK  ESP  FIN  FRATNP  GBR_NP  IRL  ITA  JPN  NLD  NOR  NZL_NP  PRT  SWE  USA  AUS  AUT  BEL  CAN  CHE  DEUTW  DNK  ESP  FIN  FRATNP  GBR_NP  IRL  ITA  JPN  NLD  NOR  NZL_NP  PRT  SWE Vertical axis is long-term speed of A25 (i.e., of the distance between the 25th percentile and 65), horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65 (life expectancy at age 65). Each dot is a country; for each dot, the vertical and horizontal lines show 95% confidence intervals for annual speeds. There is a strong positive correlation. B. Vertical axis is long-term speed of the gap between A50 and A25, horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65: each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. C. Vertical axis is long-term speed of the gap between A75 and A50, horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65: each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. D. Vertical axis is long-term speed of the gap between A90 and A75, horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65: each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. Vertical axis is long-term speed of percentile A25 (i.e., of the distance between the 25th percentile and 65), horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65 (life expectancy at age 65). Each dot is a country; for each dot, the vertical and horizontal lines show 95% confidence intervals for annual speeds. There is a strong positive correlation. B. Vertical axis is long-term speed of the gap between A50 and A25, horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65: each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. C. Vertical axis is long-term speed of the gap between A75 and A50, horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65: each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. D. Vertical axis is long-term speed of the gap between A90 and A75, horizontal axis is long-term speed of e65: each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. Country codes: AUS = Australia, BEL = Belgium, CAN = Canada, CHE = Switzerland, DEUTW = West Germany, DNK = Denmark, ESP = Spain, FIN = Finland, FRATNP = France (Total Population), GBR_NP = United Kingdom, IRL = Ireland, ITA = Italy, JPN = Japan, NLD = Netherlands, NOR = Norway, NZL_NP = New Zealand, PRT = Portugal, SWE = Sweden, USA = The United States of America. 
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